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A display arrangement comprises a plurality of pixel ele 
ments (FLCD) that have controllable light-transfer character 
istics. A display driver controls the plurality of pixel elements 
in accordance With a color component (R) during a control 
interval (TO) that is assigned to the color component. The 
display driver causes a color-light source (RL1, RL2) to apply 

_ a color light, Which corresponds to the color component, to 
(21) Appl' NO" 11/814,084 the plurality of pixel elements during a main interval (RMO). 
(22) PCT Filed: Jam 19 2006 The main interval is comprised in the control interval that is 

’ assigned to color component. The light-source controller also 
(86) PCT NO; PCT/[30650199 causes the color-light source to apply the color light during a 

spillover interval (RS1, RS2). The spillover interval is com 
§371 (0X1), prised in another control interval (T1) that is assigned to 
(2), (4) Date; Jul. 17, 2007 another color component (G). 
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COLOR-SEQUENTIAL DISPLAY DEVICE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] An aspect of the invention relates to a display 
arrangement that comprises a plurality of pixel elements that 
have controllable light-transfer characteristics. A ferroelec 
tric-liquid-crystal-device (FLCD) may form, for example, the 
plurality of pixel elements. A multicolor-light source may 
apply one or more different color lights to the plurality of 
pixel elements in a time-sequential manner. Other aspects of 
the invention relate to an image-di splay method, a computer 
program product for a display arrangement, and a video appa 
ratus. 

DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART 

[0002] United States patent application published under 
number US 2002/0113761 describes a ?eld-sequential type 
liquid crystal display apparatus. The apparatus includes a 
liquid-crystal display device in Which unit-color image data 
of different colors are sequentially Written in display ele 
ments during the period of one frame composed of three 
continuous ?elds. An illuminating unit, Which is placed at the 
back of the liquid crystal display device, sequentially emits 
light beams having colors corresponding to the colors of the 
unit-color image data in accordance With the sequential Write 
of the unit-color image data. The illuminating unit is selec 
tively controlled to sequential turn-on of colors, total tum-off 
by Which the emission of all the light beams is stopped, or 
total turn-on. A semitransparent re?ecting ?lm is formed 
betWeen the liquid crystal display device and the illuminating 
unit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] According to an aspect of the invention, a display 
arrangement has the folloWing characteristics. The display 
arrangement comprises a plurality of pixel elements that have 
controllable light-transfer characteristics. A display driver 
controls the plurality of pixel elements in accordance With a 
color component during a control interval that is assigned to 
the color component. The display driver causes a color-light 
source to apply a color light, Which corresponds to the color 
component, to the plurality of pixel elements during a main 
interval. The main interval is comprised in the control interval 
that is assigned to the color component. The light-source 
controller also causes the color-light source to apply the color 
light during a spillover interval. The spillover interval is com 
prised in another control interval that is assigned to another 
color component. 
[0004] The invention takes the folloWing aspects into con 
sideration. In a color-sequential display arrangement, a con 
troller controls a matrix of pixel elements in accordance With 
one color component during one time interval, and in accor 
dance With another color component during another time 
interval. Typically, there are three color components: red, 
green, and blue. In that case, there Will be a red-control 
interval for the red component, a green-control interval for the 
green component, and a blue-control interval for the blue 
component. These control intervals for the matrix of pixel 
elements are distinct and do not overlap. A multicolor-light 
source applies red light, green light, and blue light to the 
matrix of pixel elements during a portion of the red-control 
interval, green-control interval, and blue-control interval, 
respectively. 
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[0005] The color-sequential display arrangement Will dis 
play an image With certain brightness. This image brightness 
depends on respective intensities of the different color lights 
that the multicolor-light source provides, Which different 
color lights are typically red, green, and blue, as mentioned 
hereinbefore. The image brightness can be increased by 
increasing the red-light, green-light, and blue-light intensity, 
Which occur during the red-control, green-control, and blue 
control interval, respectively. HoWever, the color-sequential 
display arrangement Will consume more poWer. In the afore 
mentioned fashion, the image brightness can be increased 
With X % at the expense of Y % more consumption. 

[0006] We have observed the folloWing phenomena. Let a 
light source be considered that is sWitched on during a given 
percentage of time in an interval of 100 milliseconds. Such a 
time interval typically comprises a feW numbers of consecu 
tive ?eld periods in a color-sequential image display. Let it be 
assumed that the given percentage of time during Which the 
light source is sWitched on, is increased by Y %. PoWer 
consumption Will equally increase byY %. We observed that 
the light source provided Z % more light Within the interval of 
time, With Z % being greater than X %, Which Was the bright 
ness gain mentioned hereinbefore. Consequently, in order to 
increase brightness, it is more poWer-ef?cient to increase the 
percentage of time When a light source is sWitched on, than to 
increase the intensity of the light source 

[0007] In accordance With the aforementioned aspect of the 
invention, the light-source controller causes the color-light 
source to apply a color light, Which corresponds to the color 
component, to the plurality of pixel elements during the main 
interval and, in addition, the spillover interval. 
[0008] Accordingly, the invention alloWs the color-light 
source to produce light of a given intensity for a greater 
percentage of time. It has been explained hereinbefore that it 
is more poWer-ef?cient to increase the percentage of time 
When a light source is sWitched on, than to increase the 
intensity of the light source. Consequently, the invention 
alloWs poWer-ef?ciency. 
[0009] Another advantage of the invention relates to the 
folloWing aspects. In certain applications, it may prove not to 
be practical to increase an intensity of light that a light source 
produces. For example, it may prove to be necessary to 
change a light-source design or to change a light-source type. 
This takes time and, as a result, introduces additional costs. 
The invention alloWs an image-brightness increase that does 
not require a light-intensity increase. For those reasons, the 
invention alloWs cost-e?iciency. 
[0010] The spillover interval may cause an image to appear 
someWhat differently compared With a conventional tech 
nique, in Which there is no spillover interval. For example, an 
image that is displayed With spillover intervals may have less 
saturated colors. In many cases, this Will be more than accept 
able or even unnoticeable. There are many images that have 
moderately saturated colors, in particular natural images. 
Saturated colors are unnatural. The spillover interval Will 
hardly affect such images. It is also possible to compensate 
for the spillover interval to certain extent. An image-data 
processor may provide appropriate color correction. 
[0011] These and other aspects of the invention Will be 
described in greater detail hereinafter With reference to draW 
1ngs. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a portable 
video apparatus. 
[0013] FIG. 2 is a cross-section diagram that illustrates a 
display device of the portable video apparatus. 
[0014] FIG. 3 is a diagram that illustrates the ferroelectric 
liquid-crystal device that forms part of the display device. 
[0015] FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a display 
driver circuit of the portable video apparatus. 
[0016] FIG. 5 is a time diagram that illustrates a control 
scheme for the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device. 
[0017] FIG. 6 is a time diagram that illustrates ?rst control 
scheme for the display device. 
[0018] FIG. 7 is a time diagram that illustrates second con 
trol scheme for the display device. 
[0019] FIG. 8 is a time diagram that illustrates transitions in 
light-transmission characteristics of the ferroelectric-liquid 
crystal device. 
[0020] FIG. 9 is a block diagram that illustrates a color 
corrector Which the display-driver circuit may include. 
[0021] FIG. 10 is a time diagram that illustrates third con 
trol scheme for the display device. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates a portable video apparatus PVA. 
The portable video apparatus PVA may be, for example, a 
cellular phone or a personal digital assistant (PDA). The 
portable video apparatus PVA comprises a display arrange 
ment DAR and a communication-and-processing circuit 
CPC. The display arrangement DAR comprises a display 
device DPL and a display-driver circuit DDC. 

[0023] The display arrangement DAR displays a color 
image on the basis of multichrome image data ID that the 
communication-and-processing circuit CPC provides. The 
communication-and-processing circuit CPC may derive the 
multichrome image data ID, for example, from a radiofre 
quency signal RFI that the portable video apparatus PVA 
receives. For example, a base station of a cellular phone 
netWork may transmit the radiofrequency signal RFI to the 
portable video apparatus PVA. As another example, the 
radiofrequency signal RFI may originate from a Wireless 
local area network. 

[0024] FIG. 2 illustrates the display device DPL in a cross 
section along a line A-B shoWn in FIG. 1. The display device 
DPL has a vieWing side VSD and a lighting side LSD. The 
display device DPL comprises a ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD, Which is on the vieWing side VSD. The ferro 
electric-liquid-crystal device FLCD comprises various pixel 
elements PE represented as small rectangles. The display 
device DPL further comprises light distributors LDB1, LDB2 
and a multicolor-light source MCS. The multicolor-light 
source MCS comprises red light sources RL1, RL2, green 
light sources GL1, GL2, and blue light sources BL1, BL2. 
The aforementioned light sources are on the lighting side 
LSD. The light sources may be in the form of, for example, 
light emitting diodes of corresponding color. 
[0025] Red light control signals SR1, SR2 activate red light 
sources RL1, RL2, respectively. Red light source RL1 can 
thus be activated independent of red light source RL2, and 
vice versa. The same applies to green light sources GL1, GL2 
and blue light sources BL1, BL2. Green light control signals 
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SG1, SG2 and blue light control signals SB1, SB2 activate 
green light sources GL1, GL2 and blue light sources BL1, 
BL2, respectively. 
[0026] Light distributor LDB1 evenly distributes red light, 
green light, and blue light from red light source RL1, green 
light source GL1, and blue light source BL1, respectively, 
over a left hand portion of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD, Which FIG. 2 illustrates. Similarly, light dis 
tributor LDB2 evenly distributes red light, green light, and 
blue light from red light source RL2, green light source GL2, 
and blue light source BL2, respectively, over a right hand 
portion of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD. 
[0027] The ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD has 
controllable light-transmission characteristics. Conse 
quently, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD deter 
mines to Which extent light, Which is produced on the lighting 
side LSD, reaches the vieWing side VSD. 
[0028] Let it be assumed, for example, that the red light 
sources RL1, RL2 are activated for at least one second, 
Whereas the other light sources are not active. Let it further be 
assumed that the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD is 
controlled so that it is entirely transparent. In that case, red 
light, Which the red light sources RL1, RL2 produce, Will 
reach the vieWing side VSD. The display device DPL Will 
display an image that is a relatively bright, red rectangle. 
Conversely, the display device DPL Will be black if the fer 
roelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD is controlled so that it 
is entirely opaque. 
[0029] There can be numerous different degrees of trans 
parency betWeen these tWo extremes. What is more, light 
transmission characteristics can be controlled per pixel ele 
ment. One or more portions of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD can be made transparent, Whereas other por 
tions of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD can be 
made opaque. 

[0030] FIG. 3 illustrates the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD. The ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD 
comprises a plurality of lines comprised betWeen a ?rst line 
L[1] and a last line L[n], and a plurality of columns comprised 
betWeen a ?rst column C[1] and a last column C[m]. A vari 
able “n” denotes the number of lines; a variable “m” denotes 
the number of columns. The lines and columns de?ne a 
matrix of pixel elements PE. A cell in the matrix corresponds 
With a pixel element PE. Consequently, a pixel element PE 
has a unique combination of a line number and a roW number. 
The pixel element PE can individually be addressed by means 
of the line number and the roW number that belong to the pixel 
element PE. The light-transmission characteristics of the 
pixel element PE can be controlled When the pixel element PE 
is addressed. Accordingly, the light-transmission character 
istics of respective pixel element PE can be controlled indi 
vidually, in a pixel element by pixel element manner. 
[0031] FIG. 4 illustrates the display-driver circuit DDC. 
The display-driver circuit DDC comprises an image-data pro 
cessor PRC, a memory MEM, a synchronization circuit SYC, 
and a controller CTRL. The controller CTRL has an input for 
receiving a user command UC. The controller may be in the 
form of, for example, an assembly of logic circuits, Which is 
a hardWare-base implementation. Alternatively, the control 
ler may in the form of a suitably programmed computer, 
Which is a softWare-based implementation. A hybrid imple 
mentation, in Which both hardWare and softWare de?ne vari 
ous functions, is also possible. 
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[0032] The display-driver circuit DDC further comprises a 
column driver CDR and a line driver LDR for the ferroelec 
tric-liquid-crystal device FLCD. The column driver CDR can 
activate a particular column and the line driver LDR can 
activate a particular line so as to address a particular pixel 
element PE. The display-driver circuit DDC comprises a 
light-source driver SDR for the multicolor-light source MCS 
and the light sources comprised therein. The light-source 
driver SDR provides the respective light control signals SR1, 
SG1, SB1, SR2, SG2, SB2, Which are also illustrated in FIG. 
2. 

[0033] The display-driver circuit DDC globally operates as 
folloWs. The image-data processor PRC derives various color 
components from the multichrome image data ID: a red com 
ponent R, a green component G, and a blue component B. The 
image-data processor PRC provides red-display data RD, 
green-display data GD, and blue-display data BD, respec 
tively, on the basis of the aforementioned color components. 
[0034] The memory MEM temporarily stores the afore 
mentioned display data that the image-data processor PRC 
provides. The memory MEM thus acts as a buffer, Which 
supplies light-transmission-de?ning data TD to the column 
driver CDR. The light-transmission-de?ning data TD is red 
display data RD, green-display data GD, or blue-display data 
BD, Which the memory MEM temporarily has stored. The 
column driver CDR applies the light-transmission-de?ning 
data TD to respective pixel elements in a manner that Will be 
described in greater detail hereinafter. 
[0035] The image-data processor PRC further derives syn 
chronization data SD from the multichrome image data ID. 
The synchronization circuit SYC establishes a clock signal 
CLK on the basis of the synchronization data SD, Which is 
comprised in the multichrome image data ID. The clock sig 
nal CLK may be a composite signal that comprises various 
synchronization signals such as, for example, signals for line 
and ?eld synchronization. 
[0036] The controller CTRL is the heart of the display 
driver circuit DDC. The controller CTRL provides various 
control signals: a read-Write control signal RW for the 
memory MEM, a column-driver control signal CC for the 
column driver CDR, a line-driver control signal LC for the 
line driver LDR, and a light-source-driver control signal SC 
for light-source driver SDR. The controller CTRL establishes 
these control signals on the basis of the clock signal CLK, 
Which the synchronization circuit SYC provides. The afore 
mentioned control signals impose a particular timing, Which 
substantially determines display properties. This timing Will 
be explained in greater detail hereinafter. 
[0037] FIG. 5 illustrates a control scheme for the ferroelec 
tric-liquid-crystal device FLCD, Which the display-driver cir 
cuit DDC provides. FIG. 5 has a horizontal axis that repre 
sents time. A reference numeral denotes a particular instant. 
Various different instants 0-16 are illustrated. 

[0038] FIG. 5 illustrates various control intervals T0, T1, 
T2, T3. In a control interval, the display-driver circuit DDC 
controls the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in 
accordance With a particular color component. That is, a 
particular color component has a particular control interval. 
FIG. 5 has an upper line that illustrates respective color com 
ponents R, G, B to Which the respective control intervals 
belong. The red component R has control interval T0, Which 
is comprised betWeen instant 0 and instant 4, and control 
interval T3 Which is comprised between 12 and 16. The green 
component G has control interval T1, Which is comprised 
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betWeen instant 4 and instant 8. The blue component B has 
control interval T2, Which is comprised betWeen instant 8 and 
instant 12. The display-driver circuit DDC thus controls the 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in accordance With 
the respective color components R, G, B in a time-sequential, 
alternate fashion. 
[0039] Control interval T0 has a length that depends on the 
multichrome image data ID. The multichrome image data ID 
has a certain image rate. The length of control interval T0 
depends on the image rate, Which is typically comprised 
betWeen 25 and 50 images per second. An image may com 
prise tWo different ?elds: and odd-line ?eld and an even-line 
?eld. In that case, the multichrome image data ID has a ?eld 
frequency that is typically comprised betWeen 50 and 100 
Hertz, Which corresponds to a ?eld period typically com 
prised between 10 and 20 milliseconds. Control interval T0 
typically has a length that is approximately one third of the 
?eld period. The aforementioned equally applies to the other 
control intervals T1, T2, T3. The respective control intervals 
T0, T1, T2, T3 need not have an identical length. 
[0040] FIG. 5 illustrates that control interval T0 has an 
active sub-interval Ta0 and a passive sub-interval Tp0. The 
same applies to the other control intervals T1, T2, T3. The 
active sub-interval Ta0 of control interval T0 is comprised 
betWeen instants 0 and 1, Whereas the passive sub-interval 
Tp0 is comprised betWeen instants 1 and 4. The active sub 
interval Ta1 of control interval T1 is comprised betWeen 
instants 4 and 5, Whereas the passive sub-interval Tp1 is 
comprised betWeen instants 5 and 8. The active sub-interval 
Ta2 of control interval T2 is comprised betWeen instants 8 and 
9, Whereas the passive sub-interval Tp2 is comprised betWeen 
instants 9 and 12. The active sub-interval Ta3 of control 
interval T3 is comprised betWeen instant 12 and instant 13, 
Whereas the passive sub-interval Tp3 is comprised between 
13 and 16. 
[0041] The display-driver circuit DDC addresses pixel ele 
ments during the active sub-interval Ta0 of control interval T0 
so as to control the light transmission properties of the pixel 
elements, Which are addressed. The display-driver circuit 
DDC addresses pixel elements in a line-at-a-time manner. For 
example, the display-driver circuit DDC activates the ?rst line 
L[1] at instant 0. The display-driver circuit DDC then acti 
vates various columns so as to address pixel elements on the 
?rst line L[1]. Subsequently, the display-driver circuit DDC 
activates a subsequent line and activates various columns so 
as to address pixel elements on the subsequent line. 

[0042] The display-driver circuit DDC continues this line 
Wise addressing until the last line L[n]. The display-driver 
circuit DDC has ?nished addressing pixel elements at the last 
line L[n] at instant 1. Consequently, the display-driver circuit 
DDC has ?nished addressing pixel elements at instant 1. The 
display-driver circuit DDC has programmed the light-trans 
mission characteristics of the pixel elements in accordance 
With red-display data RD. The display-driver circuit DDC 
programs the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in the 
active sub-intervals Ta1, Ta2, Ta3 of control intervals T1, T2, 
T3 in a similar manner in accordance With green-display data 
GD, blue-display data BD and aneW With red-display data 
RD, respectively. 
[0043] In the passive sub-interval Tp0 of control interval 
T0, the display-driver circuit DDC alloWs the pixel elements 
of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD to achieve 
and, subsequently, maintain the light-transmission character 
istics, Which have been programmed in accordance With red 
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display data RD in the active sub-interval Ta0. The same 
applies to the passive sub-intervals Tp1, Tp2, Tp3 of control 
intervals T1, T2, T3, Wherein the light-transmission charac 
teristics are in accordance With green-display data GD, blue 
display data BD, and red-display data RD aneW, respectively. 
[0044] FIG. 5 illustrates that the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD has a certain response time At. A pixel element 
does not immediately have light-transmission characteristics 
that correspond With display data that the display-driver cir 
cuit DDC applies When addressing the pixel element. It 
requires a certain time for the pixel element to achieve the 
light-transmission characteristics. There is a certain delay, 
Which is the response time At. For example, the display-driver 
circuit DDC has just ?nished applying red-display data RD to 
a last pixel element on the last line L[n] at instant 1. This last 
pixel element Will achieve the light-transmission characteris 
tics that correspond With red-display data RD at instant 2. The 
response time At is a delay that extends from instant 1 to 
instant 2. 
[0045] The light-transmission characteristics of the ferro 
electric-liquid-crystal device FLCD vary betWeen instant 0 
and instant 2. The light-transmission characteristics vary 
betWeen instant 0 and instant 1 because the display-driver 
circuit DDC is programming pixel elements betWeen these 
instants. The light-transmission characteristics vary betWeen 
instant 1 and instant 2 because the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD adapts to red-display data RD that has been 
programmed. The light-transmission characteristics of the 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD are relatively stable 
betWeen instant 2 and instant 4. The light-transmission char 
acteristics are in accordance With red-display data RD 
betWeen these instants. 
[0046] Similarly, the light-transmission characteristics 
vary betWeen instant 4 and instant 6. The ferroelectric liquid 
crystal device FLCD undergoes a transition from red-display 
data RD to green-display data GD. The light-transmission 
characteristics are in accordance With green-display data GD 
betWeen instant 6 and 8. The light-transmission characteris 
tics vary betWeen instant 8 and 10 because there is a transition 
from green-display data GD to blue-display data BD. The 
light-transmission characteristics are in accordance With 
blue-display data BD betWeen instant 10 and instant 12. 
Light-transmission characteristics vary betWeen instant 12 
and instant 14 because there is transition from blue-display 
data BD to red-display data RD. The light-transmission char 
acteristics are aneW in accordance With the red-display data 
RD betWeen instant 14 and 16. 
[0047] FIG. 6 illustrates a ?rst control scheme for the dis 
play device DPL, Which comprises the multicolor-light 
source MCS and the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device 
FLCD. FIG. 6 is an extension of FIG. 5. FIG. 6 has a loWer 
portion, Which corresponds to FIG. 5 and an upper portion 
that relates to the multicolor-light source MCS. The upper 
portion illustrates When the display-driver circuit DDC acti 
vates the respective light sources. In this example, the dis 
play-driver circuit DDC activates light sources of the same 
color simultaneously. 
[0048] FIG. 6 illustrates that the display-driver circuit DDC 
activates the red light sources RL1, RL2 during red main 
intervals RMO, RM3 and during red spillover intervals RS1, 
RS2. FIG. 6 further illustrates that the display-driver circuit 
DDC activates the green light sources GL1, GL2 during green 
main interval GM1 and green spillover intervals GSO, GS2, 
GS3. The display-driver circuit DDC activates the blue light 
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sources BL1, BL2 during blue main interval BM2 and blue 
spillover intervals BSO, BS1, BS3. 
[0049] Red main intervals RMO, RM3 occur Within control 
intervals T0, T3, respectively, Which belong to the red com 
ponent R of the multichrome image data ID as explained 
hereinbefore. The display-driver circuit DDC controls the 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in accordance With 
the red component R in these control intervals. Consequently, 
in red main intervals RMO, RM3, the red light sources RL1, 
RL2 are activated When the display-driver circuit DDC con 
trols the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in accor 
dance With the component of corresponding color, Which is 
red. 

[0050] Red spillover intervals RS1, RS2 occur Within con 
trol intervals T1, T2, Which belong to the green component G 
and blue component B, respectively, as explained hereinbe 
fore. The display-driver circuit DDC controls the ferroelec 
tric-liquid-crystal device FLCD in accordance With the green 
component G and the blue component B, respectively, in 
these control intervals. Consequently, in the red spillover 
intervals, the red light sources RL1, RL2 are activated When 
the display-driver circuit DDC controls the ferroelectric-liq 
uid-crystal device FLCD in accordance With multichrome 
image data ID components of different color, Which different 
colors are green and blue. 

[0051] The aforementioned applies in like fashion to green 
main interval GM1 and the green spillover intervals GSO, 
GS2, GS3, and blue main interval BM2 and the blue spillover 
intervals BSO, BS1, BS3. 
[0052] In control interval T0, the display-driver circuit 
DDC activates the red light sources RL1, RL2 during red 
main interval RMO, Which extends from instant 2 to instant 4. 
In addition, the display-driver circuit DDC activates the green 
light sources GL1, GL2 and the blue light sources BL1, BL2 
during green spillover interval GSO andblue spillover interval 
BSO, respectively, Which extend from instant 3 to instant 4. As 
a result, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD Will 
substantially receive red light betWeen instants 2 and 3. The 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD Will substantially 
receive a mixture of red, green, and blue light. This mixture 
constitutes substantially White light. Similarly, in control 
interval T3, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD Will 
substantially receive red light betWeen instants 14 and 15, and 
substantially White light betWeen instants 15 and 16. 
[0053] In control interval T1, the display-driver circuit 
DDC activates the green light sources GL1, GL2 during green 
main interval GM1, Which extends from instant 6 to instant 8. 
In addition, the display-driver circuit DDC activates the red 
light sources RL1, RL2 and the blue light sources BL1, BL2 
during red spillover interval RS1 and blue spillover interval 
BS1, respectively, Which extend from instant 7 to instant 8. As 
a result, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD Will 
substantially receive green light betWeen instants 6 and 7, and 
substantially White light betWeen instants 7 and 8. 
[0054] In control interval T2, the display-driver circuit 
DDC activates the blue light sources BL1, BL2 during the 
blue main interval BM2, Which extends from instant 10 to 
instant 12. In addition, the display-driver circuit DDC acti 
vates the red light sources RL1, RL2 and the green light 
sources GL1, GL2 during red spillover interval RS2 and 
green spillover interval GS2, respectively, Which extend from 
instant 11 to 12. As a result, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
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device FLCD will substantially receive blue light between 
instants 10 and 11, and substantially white light between 
instants 11 and 12. 
[0055] In summary, in a control interval that belongs to a 
particular color component, the display-driver circuit DDC 
causes the multicolor-light source MCS to provide two dif 
ferent types of light in a time sequential fashion. One type of 
light corresponds with the color component to which the 
control interval belongs. The other type of light is white light 
in this example. The ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD 
thus receives the color corresponding to the color component 
for a portion of time, and receives white color during another 
portion of time. 
[0056] The ?rst control scheme, which is illustrated in FIG. 
6, provides the following visual effects. The display device 
DPL, which is illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, will display an 
image in which colors are less saturated compared with a 
control scheme that has no spillover intervals. However, since 
the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD receives more 
light, the image will appear brighter. The longer the spillover 
intervals are, the brighter the image will appear, but the less 
the colors will be saturated. For example, in an extreme case, 
the spillover intervals may have the same length as the main 
intervals. In this extreme case, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD will receive white light only. There are no 
colors in the image. However, the image will be bright 
because the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD will 
receive relatively much light. 
[0057] The user command UC, which the display-driver 
circuit DDC receives as illustrated in FIG. 4, determines the 
length of the respective spillover intervals. Accordingly, a 
user can cause an image to be brightly displayed with rela 
tively fade colors or, conversely, he or she can cause the image 
to be less brightly displayed with relatively pronounced col 
ors. The user can select his or her preference. The display 
driver circuit DDC may allow the user to vary the length of the 
respective spillover intervals in a gradual fashion or in dis 
crete steps. 
[0058] FIG. 6 illustrates the following typical characteristic 
of the ?rst control scheme. The display-driver circuit DDC 
activates the respective light sources only when the ferroelec 
tric electric liquid crystal device has relatively stable light 
transmission characteristics. It has been explained hereinbe 
fore with reference to FIG. 5 that the ferroelectric-liquid 
crystal device FLCD has relatively stable light-transmission 
characteristics between instants 2 and 4 within control inter 
val T0, between instants 6 and 8 within control interval T1, 
between instants 10 and 12 within control interval T2, and 
between instants 14 and 16 within control interval T3. The 
display-driver circuit DDC activates the respective light 
sources only within between these instants. 
[0059] FIG. 7 illustrates a second control scheme for the 
display device DPL. FIG. 7 has a structure that is similar to 
FIG. 6. FIG. 6 has a lower portion, which corresponds to FIG. 
5 and an upper portion that relates to the multicolor-light 
source MCS. The upper portion illustrates when the display 
driver circuit DDC activates the respective light sources. In 
this example, the display-driver circuit DDC activates light 
sources of the same color simultaneously, like in the previous 
example. 
[0060] FIG. 7 illustrates that the display-driver circuit DDC 
activates the red light sources RL1, RL2 during red extended 
interval RE, the green light sources GL1, GL2 during green 
extended interval GE, and the blue light sources BL1, BL2 
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during blue extended interval BE. The red extended interval 
RE has a main portion M0 and a spillover portion S1. The 
main portion M0 of red extended interval RE is within control 
interval T0, which belongs to the red component R. More 
speci?cally, the main portion M0 corresponds with the pas 
sive sub-interval Tp0 of control interval T0. The spillover 
portion S1 of red extended interval RE is within control 
interval T1, which belongs to the green component G. More 
speci?cally, the spillover portion S1 corresponds with the 
active sub-interval Ta1 of control interval T1. 

[0061] Likewise, green extended interval GE has a main 
portion M1 and a spillover portion S2. The main portion M1 
of green extended interval GE is within control interval T1, 
which belongs to the green component G, whereas the spill 
over portion S2 of green extended interval GE is within con 
trol interval T2, which belongs to the blue component B. The 
main portion M1 corresponds with the passive sub-interval 
Tp1 of control interval T1; the spillover portion S2 corre 
sponds with the active sub-interval Ta2 of control interval T2. 
The blue extended interval BE has a main portion M2 and a 
spillover portion S3. The main portion of extended blue inter 
val is within control interval, which belongs to the blue com 
ponent B. The spillover portion S3 of blue extended interval 
BE is within control interval T3, which belongs to the red 
component R. The main portion M2 corresponds with the 
passive sub-interval Tp2 of control interval T2; the spillover 
portion S3 corresponds with the active sub-interval Ta3 of 
control interval T3. 

[0062] FIG. 7 illustrates the following typical characteristic 
of the second control scheme. The display-driver circuit DDC 
activates the respective light sources continuously in an alter 
nate fashion. The ferroelectric liquid crystal device FLCD 
continuously receives light from the multicolor-light source 
MCS, red, green, or blue. This implies that the ferroelectric 
liquid-crystal device FLCD receives light when light-trans 
mission characteristics are varying. It has been explained 
hereinbefore with reference to FIG. 5 that the ferroelectric 
liquid-crystal device FLCD has varying light-transmission 
characteristics between instants 0 and 2 within control inter 
val T0, between instants 4 and 6 within control interval T1, 
between instants 8 and 10 within control interval T2, and 
between instants 12 and 14 and within control interval T3. 

[0063] For example, in control interval T1, which belongs 
to the green component G, the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal 
device FLCD receives red light between instant 4 and instant 
5. The display-driver circuit DDC programs the ferroelectric 
liquid-crystal device FLCD with green-display data GD in 
between these instants. The display-driver circuit DDC car 
ries out a line-at-a-time addressing as explained hereinbefore. 
The display-driver circuit DDC programs the ?rst line L[1] at 
instant 4. Pixel elements that are addressed on the ?rst line 
L[1] will adapt to green-display data GD starting from instant 
4. There will be a transition from red-display data RD to 
green-display data GD starting from instant 4 for these pixel 
elements. A similar transition will start somewhat later for 
pixel elements that are addressed on the last line L[n]. The 
transition starts at instant 5 for these pixel elements. 

[0064] The ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD 
receives green light between instant 5 and instant 6. The 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD adapts to green-dis 
play data GD in between these instants. There is a transition 
from red-display data RD to green-display data GD as men 
tioned hereinbefore. The pixel elements that have been 
addressed on the ?rst line L[1] are the ?rst to complete this 
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transition. The pixel elements that have been addressed on the 
last line L[n] are the last to complete this transition. These 
pixel elements PE have adapted to green-display data GD at 
instant 6. 
[0065] The second control scheme, Which is illustrated in 
FIG. 7, may introduce a certain color error. This is because the 
ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD receives light in a 
transition phase, such as betWeen instants 4 and 6 in the 
example described hereinbefore. The ferroelectric-liquid 
crystal device FLCD receives a certain color light during an 
initial portion of the transition phase, and receives another 
color light during an end portion of the transition phase. The 
color error, if any, depends on Whether there is a relatively 
large transition or relatively small transition in light-transmis 
sion characteristics. 
[0066] FIG. 8 illustrates transitions in light-transmission 
characteristics of the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device 
FLCD. The transitions relate to a pixel element on a middle 
line L[i]. FIG. 8 comprises various portions that are identical 
to FIG. 7. FIG. 8 has an upper portion that is identical to that 
of FIG. 7, Which illustrates When the display-driver circuit 
DDC activates the respective light sources. FIG. 8 further 
illustrates the respective control intervals T0, T1, T2, T3 and 
the respective active sub-intervals Ta0, Ta1, Ta2, Ta3 and the 
respective passive sub-intervals Tp0, Tp1, Tp2, Tp3 com 
prised therein. 
[0067] FIG. 8 comprises a graph betWeen an upper-hori 
Zontal broken line denoted by LTU and a loWer-horiZontal 
broken line denoted by LTL. The upper-horizontal broken 
line represents LTU maximum light-transmission character 
istics for the pixel element on the middle line L[i]. This 
corresponds to the pixel element being substantially transpar 
ent. The loWer-horiZontal broken line LTL represents mini 
mum light-transmission characteristics, Which corresponds 
to the pixel element being substantially opaque. The graph, 
Which is present in betWeen the aforementioned horizontal 
broken lines, represents the light-transmission characteristics 
for the pixel element on the middle line L[i]. 
[0068] FIG. 8 illustrates that the pixel element on the 
middle line L[i] starts a transition from blue-display data BD 
to red-display data RD at an instant substantially halfWay 
betWeen instants 0 and 1. The pixel element has completed the 
transition at an instant substantially halfWay betWeen instants 
1 and 2. The response time At is the duration of the transition. 
FIG. 8 illustrates that red-display data RD de?nes light-trans 
mission characteristics that are substantially halfWay 
betWeen transparent and opaque. The pixel element has a 
color that comprises some red component R. 
[0069] The pixel element PE on the middle line L[i] starts a 
transition from red-di splay data RD to green-di splay data GD 
at an instant substantially halfWay betWeen instants 4 and 5. 
The pixel element has completed the transition at an instant 
substantially halfWay betWeen instants 5 and 6. FIG. 8 illus 
trates that green-display data GD de?nes light-transmission 
characteristics that are relatively close to opaque. The pixel 
element has a color that comprises not much green compo 
nent G. 

[0070] The pixel element on the middle line L[i] starts a 
transition from green-display data GD to blue-display data 
BD at an instant substantially halfWay betWeen instants 8 and 
9. The pixel element has completed the transition at an instant 
substantially halfWay betWeen instants 9 and 10. FIG. 8 illus 
trates that blue-display data BD de?nes light-transmission 
characteristics that are relatively close to transparent. The 
pixel element has a color that comprises much blue compo 
nent B. Consequently, the pixel element has a color that can 
be described as much blue, some red, and not so much green. 
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[0071] FIG. 8 illustrates that red-display data RD does not 
exclusively de?ne the light-transmission characteristics of 
the pixel element during the red extended interval RE, When 
the pixel element receives red light. Blue-display data BD and 
green-display data GD de?ne the light-transmission charac 
teristics of the pixel element too, When the pixel element 
receives red light. This is due to the transition from blue 
display data BD to red-display data RD, and the transition 
from red-display data RD to green-display data GD described 
hereinbefore. The light-transmission characteristics of the 
pixel element have not yet adapted to red-display data RD at 
instant 1, Which marks the start of the red extended interval 
RE. The light-transmission characteristics of the pixel ele 
ment have already started to adapt to green-display data GD at 
instant 5, Which marks the end of the red extended interval 
RE. Consequently, the pixel element Will have an amount of 
red that depends not only on red-di splay data RD, but also on 
blue-display data BD and green-display data GD. In the 
example that FIG. 8 illustrates, the amount of red Will be 
about right because the transition near instant 1 and that near 
instant 5 have opposite directions and compensate each other 
to certain extent. 

[0072] In a similar fashion, green-display data GD does not 
exclusively de?ne the light-transmission characteristics of 
the pixel element during the green extended interval GE, 
When the pixel element receives green light. The pixel ele 
ment Will have an amount of green that depends not only on 
green-display data GD, but also on red-display data RD, 
Which affects the light-transmission characteristics at instant 
5 and blue-display data BD, Which affects light-transmission 
characteristics at instant 9. In the example that FIG. 8 illus 
trates, there Will be too much green. 
[0073] In a yet similar fashion, blue-display data BD does 
not exclusively de?ne the light-transmission characteristics 
of the pixel element during the blue extended interval BE, 
When the pixel element receives blue light. The pixel element 
Will have an amount of blue that depends not only on blue 
display data BD, but also on green-display data GD, Which 
affects the light-transmission characteristics at instant 9 and 
red-display data RD, Which affects light-transmission char 
acteristics at instant 13. In the example that FIG. 8 illustrates, 
there Will be insu?icient blue. 

[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates a color corrector CCR, Which can 
substantially prevent color errors as described hereinbefore. 
The color corrector CCR may be included in the image-data 
processor PRC, Which is illustrated in FIG. 4. 
[0075] FIG. 9 illustrates an example for the color green. 
The color corrector CCR receives a red-input component RI, 
a green-input component GI, and a blue-input component BI. 
These components correspond With red component R, the 
green component G, and the blue component B, respectively, 
in the multichrome image data ID. The components relate to 
a pixel element on the line, Whose number is denoted by “i”. 
The color corrector CCR takes into account the line number 
“i”. The color corrector CCR establishes green-display data 
GD on the basis of these components, Which includes a color 
compensation so as to prevent the color errors as described 
hereinbefore. 

[0076] The color corrector CCR comprises tWo subtraction 
modules SUB1, SUB2, tWo ?xed scaling modules FSC1, 
FSC2, tWo controllable scaling modules CSC1, CSC2, and a 
summing module SUM. The tWo ?xed scaling modules 
FSC1, FSC2 provide an identical, ?xed scaling factor, Which 
is equal to one half the response time At divided by the control 
interval length Tf minus the response time At. This scaling 
factor thus relates to a signi?cance of the response time At 
relative to the control interval length Tf. The scaling factor 
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Will be relatively small if the response time At is insigni?cant 
relative to the control interval length Tf. 
[0077] The tWo controllable scaling modules CSC1, CSC2 
provide a variable scaling factor, Which depends on the line 
number “i”. The variable scaling factor of controllable scaling 
module CSC1 is equal to the line number “i” divided by the 
total number of lines, Which is denoted by “n”. This variable 
scaling factor relates to a speci?c portion of the transition 
from red-display data RD to green-display data GD near 
instant 5. It relates to the portion after instant 5 Wherein the 
multicolor-light source MCS applies green light to the ferro 
electric-liquid-crystal device FLCD. This portion of the tran 
sition is relatively small for a ?rst feW lines. This is because 
pixel elements on the ?rst feW lines have substantially 
adapted to green-display data GD When the display-driver 
circuit DDC causes the multicolor-light source MCS to 
sWitch from red light to green light. 
[0078] The variable scaling factor of controllable scaling 
module CSC2 is equal to the total number of lines “n” minus 
the line number “i” divided by the total number of lines “n”. 
This variable scaling factor relates to a speci?c portion of the 
transition from green-display data GD to blue-display data 
BD near instant 9. It relates to the portion before instant 9 
Wherein the multicolor-light source MCS applies green light 
to the ferroelectric-1iquid-crystal device FLCD. This portion 
of the transition is relatively large for the ?rst feW lines. This 
is because pixel elements on the ?rst feW lines substantially 
adapt to blue-display data BD before the multicolor-light 
source MCS sWitches from green light to blue light. 
[0079] The color corrector CCR operates as folloWs. Sub 
traction module SUB1, ?xed scaling module FSC1, and con 
trollable scaling module CSC1 constitute an upper correction 
branch UCB. This upper correction branch UCB provides a 
red-correction component, Which is a difference betWeen the 
green-input component GI and the red-input component RI 
scaled With ?xed scaling factor and, subsequently, With the 
variable scaling factor. Subtraction module SUB2, ?xed scal 
ing module FSC2, and controllable scaling module CSC2 
constitute a loWer correction branch LCB. This loWer correc 
tion branch LCB provides a blue-correction component, 
Which is a difference betWeen the green-input component GI 
and the blue-input component BI scaled With the ?xed scaling 
factor and, subsequently, With the variable scaling factor. The 
summing module SUM provides green-display data GD, 
Which is a sum of the green-input component GI, the red 
correction component and the blue-correction component. 
[0080] The color corrector CCR operates in a like fashion 
for the colors red andblue. The upper correction branch UCB, 
Which is illustrated in FIG. 9, Will provide a blue-correction 
component for the color red. The loWer correction branch 
LCB, Which is illustrated in FIG. 9, Will constitute a green 
correction component for the color red. The upper correction 
branch UCB, Which is illustrated in FIG. 9, Will provide a 
green-correction component for the color blue. The loWer 
correction branch LCB, Which is illustrated in FIG. 9, Will 
provide a red-correction component for the color blue. 
[0081] FIG. 10 illustrates a third control scheme for the 
display device DPL. The third control scheme is a combina 
tion of the ?rst control scheme, Which FIG. 6 illustrates, and 
the second control scheme, Which FIG. 7 illustrates. The 
remarks that Were made With respect to FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 
equally apply to FIG. 10. The third control scheme alloWs the 
display device DPL to relatively brightly display an image 
because the ferroelectric-liquid-crystal device FLCD Will 
receive relatively much light from the multicolor-light source 
MSC. As explained hereinbefore With reference to the ?rst 
control scheme, Which FIG. 6 illustrates, a user can select an 
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appropriate compromise betWeen brightness, on one hand, 
and color saturation, on the other hand. The display-driver 
circuit DDC alloWs the user to vary the length of the respec 
tive spillover intervals that FIG. 10 illustrates: red spillover 
intervals RS1, RS2, green spillover intervals GSO, GS2, GS3, 
and blue spillover intervals BSO, BS1, BS3. 
[0082] Referring back to FIG. 2, the display-driver circuit 
DDC can control red-light source RL1, green-light source 
GL1, and blue-light source BL1 in accordance With one 
scheme, Whereas the display driver circuit DDC controls 
red-light source RL2, green-light source GL2, and blue-light 
source BL2 in accordance With another, different scheme. For 
example, spillover intervals may be relatively long for the 
left-hand portion of the ferroelectric liquid crystal device 
FLCD, Whereas spillover intervals are relatively short for the 
right-hand portion. In that case, the left-hand portion Will be 
relatively bright Without much color saturation, or even black 
and White, Whereas the right-hand portion Will have relatively 
much color saturation but Will be less bright. 
[0083] The display-driver circuit DDC may control red 
light source RL1, green-light source GL1, and blue-light 
source BL1 so that respective light intensities of these light 
sources depend on the multichrome image data ID. The same 
applies With respect to red-light source RL2, green-light 
source GL2, and blue-light source BL2. For example, let it be 
assumed that the multichrome image data ID comprises a 
relatively dark scene. In that case, the display-driver circuit 
DDC may decrease the respective light intensities, While 
adapting the light-transmission-de?ning data TD in order to 
compensate for this decrease. For example, let it be assumed 
that there are 256 different levels for the light-transmission 
de?ning data TD, level 0 corresponding to opaque and level 
256 corresponding to transparent. Let it further be assumed 
that a particular pixel element should have level 10 under 
standard light-intensity conditions. The display-driver circuit 
DDC may reduce the respective light intensities by, for 
example, 50% While increasing the level of the particular 
pixel element from 10 to 20. This reduces poWer consumption 
and increases contrast. The display-driver circuit DDC may 
also adjust the spillover intervals in dependence on the mul 
tichrome image data ID. 

Concluding Remarks 

[0084] The detailed description hereinbefore With refer 
ence to the draWings illustrates the folloWing characteristics, 
Which are cited in claim 1. A display arrangement (DAR) 
comprises a plurality of pixel elements (in the form of ferro 
electric-liquid-crystal device FLCD) that have controllable 
light-transfer characteristics.A display driver (DDC) controls 
the plurality of pixel elements in accordance With a color 
component (R, Which denotes red, for example) during a 
control interval (T0) that is assigned to the color component. 
The display driver (DDC) causes a color-light source (red 
light sources RL1, RL2) to apply a color light (red), Which 
corresponds to the color component, to the plurality of pixel 
elements during a main interval (RMO in FIG. 6; M0 in FIG. 
7) and a spillover interval (RS1, RS2 in FIG. 6; S1 in FIG. 7). 
The main interval is comprised in the control interval that is 
assigned to the color component. The spillover interval is 
comprised in another control interval (T1) that is assigned to 
another color component (G, Which denotes green). 
[0085] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the folloWing optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 2. The display driver (DDC) can adjust the spillover 
interval (RS1, RS2 in FIG. 6; S1 in FIG. 7) in response to a 
user command (UC). This alloWs a user to ?nd a good com 
promise betWeen brightness and color saturation. 
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[0086] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the following optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 3. The display driver (DDC) causes the color-light 
source (RL1, RL2) to apply the color light during an extended 
interval (RE) that comprises the main interval (M0) and the 
spillover interval (S1). FIG. 7 illustrates these characteristics, 
Which alloW the color-light source to be active during a rela 
tively long, continuous time interval. This contributes to 
poWer-e?iciency. 
[0087] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the following optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 4. The display driver (DDC) applies light-transfer 
control signals (green-display data GD), Which correspond to 
the other color component (Which is green G), to the plurality 
of pixel elements (FLCD) during an active sub-interval (Ta1) 
Within the other control interval (T1). The display driver 
(DDC) causes the extended interval (RE) to comprise at least 
a portion of the active subinterval of the other control interval. 
FIG. 7 illustrates these characteristics, Which alloW the plu 
rality of pixel elements to receive light during the active 
subinterval. This further contributes to poWer-e?iciency. 

[0088] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the folloWing optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 5. The display driver (DDC) is establishes the light 
transfer control signals (GD), Which correspond to the other 
color component (G), on the basis of the other color compo 
nent and, in addition, the color component (R) so as to correct 
a color error associated With the spillover interval (S1). The 
color correction circuit, Which is illustrated in FIG. 8, is an 
example. The aforementioned characteristics alloW a rela 
tively good image quality. 
[0089] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the folloWing optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 6. The display driver (DDC) Waits during a passive 
sub-interval (Tp1) Within the other control interval (T1) 
before neWly applying light-transfer control signals. The dis 
play driver (DDC) causes the color-light source (RL1, RL2) 
to apply the color light during a further spillover interval 
(RS1), Which is comprised in the passive subinterval of the 
other control interval. FIG. 1 0 illustrates these characteristics, 
Which alloW even better poWer-ef?ciency. 
[0090] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the folloWing optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 7. The display driver circuit (DDC) applies light 
transfer control signals (GD), Which correspond to the other 
color component (G), to the plurality of pixel elements 
(FLCD) during an active sub-interval (Ta1) Within the other 
control interval (T1) and, subsequently, Waits during a passive 
sub-interval (Tp1) before applying neW light-transfer control 
signals (BD). The display driver circuit (DDC) causes the 
spillover interval (RS1) to be comprised Within the passive 
subinterval of the other control interval. FIG. 6 illustrates 
these characteristics, Which need no color correction and, 
therefore, alloW relatively cost-e?icient implementations. 
[0091] The detailed description hereinbefore further illus 
trates the folloWing optional characteristics, Which are cited 
in claim 8. The color-light source (RL1, RL2) comprises a 
plurality of individually controllable light-emitting elements 
(signals SR1, SR2 individually control red-light sources RL1, 
RL2, respectively). An individually controllable light-emit 
ting element (RL1) illuminates various pixel elements (the 
left-hand portion of the FLCD in FIG. 3) and another indi 
vidually controllable light-emitting element (RL2) illumi 
nates various other pixel elements (on the right-hand portion 
of the FLCD in FIG. 3). These characteristics alloW different 
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spillover intervals for different display areas, Which further 
contributes to poWer-ef?ciency or alloWs greater user satis 
faction, or both. 
[0092] The aforementioned characteristics can be imple 
mented in numerous different manners. In order to illustrate 
this, some alternatives are brie?y indicated. 
[0093] There are numerous different types of devices that 
may form the plurality of elements. For example, a so-called 
optically-compensated-birefringence type of liquid crystal 
device may form the plurality of pixel elements. A re?ective 
type of device may also form the plurality of pixel elements. 
Such a device may be based on a liquid-crystal-on-silicon 
technique. As another example, a so-called micro-mirror 
device may also form the plurality of pixel elements. All What 
matters is that the plurality of pixel elements somehoW in?u 
ences a transfer of light from a source to a display screen. The 
transfer may be in?uenced by means of, for example, con 
trollable light-transmission characteristics, controllable 
light-re?ection characteristics, or otherWise. The invention 
may thus be applied in, for example, a display arrangement 
based on projection. 
[0094] Color-light sources may be implemented in numer 
ous different manners. For example, a White-light source in 
combination With a suitable color ?lter may form a color light 
source. Moreover, it is possible to use color components other 
than red, green, and blue. Alternatively, an image may be 
formed on the basis of tWo color components instead of three. 
Four or more color components are also possible. All What 
matters is that there are at least tWo light radiations that have 
different spectral characteristics. In that sense, White light can 
be considered as a color component. In case of tWo color 
components, one Will have a control interval and the other 
Will hand and other control interval. In such a case, there may 
be a time-sequential color-component pattern that is A-B-A 
B-A-B- . . . in Which A denotes one color component and B 

another color component. The time-sequential color-compo 
nent pattern R-G-B-R-G-B-R-G-B- . . . described hereinbe 

fore is merely an example. 
[0095] Referring to FIG. 5, Which illustrates the display 
driver circuit DDC, there are numerous different formats for 
the multichrome image data ID. The multichrome image data 
ID may have, for example, the so-called RGB format. The 
multichrome image data ID may also have, for example, an 
YC format, Which comprises a luminance component and a 
chrominance component. Any format that somehoW de?nes 
different color components is possible. 
[0096] There are numerous Ways of implementing func 
tions by means of items of hardWare or softWare, or both. In 
this respect, the draWings are very diagrammatic, each repre 
senting only one possible embodiment of the invention. Thus, 
although a draWing shoWs different functions as different 
blocks, this by no means excludes that a single item of hard 
Ware or softWare carries out several functions. Nor does it 
exclude that an assembly of items of hardWare or softWare or 
both carry out a function. 

[0097] It should be noted that the above-mentioned 
embodiments illustrate rather than limit the invention, and 
that those skilled in the art Will be able to design many 
alternative embodiments Without departing from the scope of 
the appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs placed 
betWeen parentheses shall not be construed as limiting the 
claim. Use of the verb “comprise” and its conjugations does 
not exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those 
stated in a claim. The article “a” or “an” preceding an element 
does not exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements. 
The invention may be implemented by means of hardWare 
comprising several distinct elements, and by means of a suit 
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ably programmed computer. In the device claim enumerating 
several means, several of these means may be embodied by 
one and the same item of hardWare. The mere fact that certain 
measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims 
does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot 
be used to advantage. 

1. A display arrangement (DAR) comprising: 
a plurality of pixel elements (FLCD) that have controllable 

light-transfer characteristics; 
a display driver (DDC) arranged to control the plurality of 

pixel elements in accordance With a color component 
(R) during a control interval (T0) that is assigned to the 
color component, and being arranged to cause a color 
light source (RL1, RL2) to apply a color light, Which 
corresponds to the color component, to the plurality of 
pixel elements during: 

a main interval (RMO; M0), Which is comprised in the 
control interval that is assigned to the color component; 
and 

a spillover interval (RS1; S1), Which is comprised in 
another control interval (T1) that is assigned to another 
color component (G). 

2. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the 
display driver (DDC) is arranged to adjust the spillover inter 
val (RS1; S1) in response to a user command (UC). 

3.A display arrangement as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the 
display driver (DDC) is arranged to cause the color-light 
source (RL1, RL2) to apply the color light during an extended 
interval (RE) that comprises the main interval (M0) and the 
spillover interval (S1). 

4. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 3, Wherein the 
display driver (DDC) is arranged to apply light-transfer con 
trol signals (GD), Which correspond to the other color com 
ponent (G), to the plurality of pixel elements (FLCD) during 
an active sub-interval (Ta1) Within the other control interval 
(T1), the display driver (DDC) being arranged to cause the 
extended interval (RE) to comprise at least a portion of the 
active subinterval of the other control interval. 

5. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 4, Wherein the 
display driver (DDC) is arranged to establish the light-trans 
fer control signals (GD), Which correspond to the other color 
component (G), on the basis of the other color component 
and, in addition, the color component (R) so as to correct a 
color error associated With the spillover interval (S1). 

6. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 4, Wherein the 
display driver (DDC) is arranged to Wait during a passive 
sub-interval (Tp1) Within the other control interval (T1) 
before neWly applying light-transfer control signals, the dis 
play driver (DDC) being arranged to cause the color-light 
source (RL1, RL2) to apply the color light during a further 
spillover interval (RS1), Which is comprised in the passive 
subinterval of the other control interval. 

7. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the 
display driver circuit (DDC) is arranged to apply light-trans 
fer control signals (GD), Which correspond to the other color 
component (G), to the plurality of pixel elements (FLCD) 
during an active sub-interval (Ta1) Within the other control 
interval (T1) and, subsequently, to Wait during a passive sub 
interval (Tp1) before applying neW light-transfer control sig 
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nals (BD), the display driver circuit (DDC) being arranged to 
cause the spillover interval (RS1) to be comprised Within the 
passive subinterval of the other control interval. 

8. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the 
color-light source (RL1, RL2) comprises a plurality of indi 
vidually controllable light-emitting elements, an individually 
controllable light-emitting element (RL1) being arranged to 
illuminate various pixel elements and another individually 
controllable light-emitting element (RL2) being arranged to 
illuminate various other pixel elements. 

9. A display arrangement as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the 
plurality of pixel elements (FLCD) comprises a liquid-crys 
tal-type device. 

10. An image-display method that employs a display 
arrangement comprising (DAR) a plurality of pixel elements 
(FLCD) that have controllable light-transfer characteristics, 
the image-display method comprising: 

a pixel-element control step (CTRL, CDR, LDR) in Which 
the plurality of pixel elements are controlled in accor 
dance With a color component (R) during a control inter 
val (T0) that is assigned to the color component; and 

a light-source control step (CTRL, SDR) in Which a color 
light source (RL1, RL2) is made to apply a color light, 
Which corresponds to the color component, to the plu 
rality of pixel elements during: 

a main interval (RMO; M0), Which is comprised in the 
control interval that is assigned to color component; and 

a spillover interval (RS1; S1), Which is comprised in 
another control interval (T1) that is assigned to another 
color component (G). 

1 1 . A computer-program product for a display arrangement 
(DAR) that comprises a plurality of pixel elements (FLCD) 
that have controllable light-transfer characteristics, the com 
puter-program product comprising a set of instructions that, 
When loaded into a controller (DDC) of the display arrange 
ment, causes the display arrangement to carry out: 

a pixel-element control step (CTRL, CDR, LDR) in Which 
the plurality of pixel elements are controlled in accor 
dance With a color component (R) during a control inter 
val (T0) that is assigned to the color component; and 

a light-source control step (CTRL, SDR) in Which a color 
light source (RL1, RL2) is made to apply a color light, 
Which corresponds to the color component, to the plu 
rality of pixel elements during: 

a main interval (RMO; M0), Which is comprised in the 
control interval that is assigned to color component; and 

a spillover interval (RS1; S1), Which is comprised in 
another control interval (T1) that is assigned to another 
color component (G). 

12. A video apparatus (PVA) comprising: 
a receiver circuit (CPC) arranged to provide multichrome 

image data (ID), Which comprises various color compo 
nents, in response to reception signal (RFI); and 

a display arrangement (DAR) as claimed in claim 1 so as to 
display an image on the basis of the multichrome image 
data. 


